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ABSTRACT
The system of radial structures in the uplands surrounding Mare Imbrium contains a variety of objects and has modified

certain pre-mare features. Many of the structures cannot be the result of gouging by flying fragments. They may have
formed along radial fractures associated with an Imbrium impact. The morphological evidence for crustal breakup suggests
that this impact occurred during a high-temperature stage in the outer layers of the moon when the surface was in tension
and the subsurface plastic.

1. Introduction

As long ago as the 1890's it was recognized thatat least one of the lunar maria is accompanied
by a family of radiating surface structures. Gilbert
(1893) described the Imbrium system in a paper
which discusses the "Imbrium sculpture." Most of
the discussion of such radial structures has concen
trated on the array in the region from the Haemus
Mountains to Ptolemaeus, radiating from Mare
Imbrium (see Pis. 24.1-24.3).

The program of rectified lunar photography at
this Laboratory permitted a survey of the regions
around the mare basins without the complications
caused by foreshortening. The results on concentric-
ring structures surrounding several of these basins
were reported in Communications No. 12, Volume
1, "Concentric Structures Surrounding Lunar Ba
sins" (Hartmann and Kuiper, 1962), to which the
present paper is a companion.

In accord with previous Communications, astro-
nautical directions adopted by the International
Astronomical Union (1962) are used. Most of the
photographs are oriented with the basin center down
ward, so that radial features fan upward. References
to plates in earlier Communications are by plate
number (e.g., PI. 12.1). Several lightings of most
regions (Pis. 24.4-24.39) are given to allow opti
mum interpretation. Original plate number, scale,
and the sun's selenographic colongitude accompany
each plate.

2. Review of Literature
Because of the extensive literature on the

Imbrium radial pattern and the conflicting views
expressed, a somewhat more extensive review of the
literature is given here than is customary in a re
search paper. This review will emphasize the need of
additional studies based on the best available recti
fied photographs.

Many of the roughly-parallel structures were
noted by the early selenographers. For example,
Beer and Madler (1837, p. 250) described (trans
lated) a "[SE-NW] direction of mountain ridges of
the most decided prominence" between Mare Tran-
quillitatis and Mare Vaporum. However, the early
observers usually discussed individual formations,
not wider patterns.

In his classic paper "The Moon's Face," Gilbert
(1893) wrote (pp. 275-276):

"The rims of certain craters are traversed by grooves
or furrows, which arrest attention as exceptions to the
general configuration. In the same neighborhood such fur
rows exhibit parallelism of direction. Similar furrows appear
on tracts between craters, and are there associated with
ridges of the same trend, some of which seem to have beenadded to the surface. Elsewhere groups of hills have oval
forms with smooth contours and parallel axes, closely
resembling the glacial deposits known as drumlins, but on
a much larger scale. Tracing out these sculptured areas
and platting the trend lines on a chart of the moon, I was
soon able to recognize a system in their arrangement, and
this led to the detection of fainter evidences of sculpture
in yet other tracts. The trend lines converge toward a point
near the middle of the plain called Mare Imbrium, although
none of them enter that plain. Associated with the sculpture
lines is a peculiar softening of the minute surface configura-































Plate 24 1.—View of the moon from above Mare Imbrium, showing mountain arcs and radial features. This plate serves to
orient the later, larger-scale plates. Cf. Plate 24.40. Rectified; Y160; scale ca. 13 km/mm (1:13,000,000); col. 35!1.
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